






  Live/work “multi-disciplinary” designer community 

  Vibrant, “living” scientific-arts incubator 

  Full-time, accomplished, working artists/scientists/technologists 

  Emphasis in technical arts, collaborative proto-typing facilities 

  Strong relationships with existing arts organizations 

  Mentoring and other educational opportunities 



Science 

Technology 

Art 



 fundamentally about appreciation of perspective 

 produced by and intended for people 

 desire to express initiates activity 



 communication of experience 

 based on repeatability of protocol 

 rigor and discipline 



 provides tools for use 

 new tools allow for enhanced abilities 

 improved abilities establish a new foundation 



Science 
guidance 

and 
discipline 

Technology 
tangible result 

Art 
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action 



Cedallion standing on the shoulders of Blind Orion    Nicolas Poussin: 1658 



  BASEKAMP 
(Philadelphia, PA) 

http://
basekamp.com/
about/projects 



  EYEBEAM 
(New York, NY) 

http://
eyebeam.org 



  MACHINE PROJECT 
(Los Angeles, CA) 

http://
machineproject.com/
about/ 



  PLATFORM4 
(Aalborg, Denmark) 

  http://platform4.dk 



  STEIM (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 

http://www.steim.org/steim/index.php 



  TECH SHOP (Menlo Park, CA)            http://techshop.ws 



  V2 (Rotterdam, 
Netherlands) 

http://www.v2.nl/
events/life-
art_series 



  STEIM is a center for research and development of 
instruments and tools for performers in the electronic 
performance arts 

  Computer interface methods created, used and taught at 
STEIM are useful in a variety of disciplines 

  Cutting-edge techniques in computer-user interfaces, 
championed at STEIM, migrate to academic research 
communities 





  Closest multi-disciplinary designer communities are 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco 

  Cultural arts asset and destination 

  Will “spin-off” proto-types and ideas to enhance local 
economy 

  Will help establish Santa Barbara’s reputation as a 
regional center for fusion work in art, science and 
technology 



  Seven, full-time, working, multi-disciplinary designers 

  Two studios for visiting artists-in-residence, from all over the world 

  Collaborative, proto-typing, workspaces for artists/scientists/technologists 

  High end tools (3D printers, CAD/CAM software and fabricators, projectors 
and presentation equipment) 

  Participants chosen by committee, advised by local arts organizations and 
UCSB professors associated with Media Arts, Four Eyes Lab and Allosphere 

  Residents involved in mentoring will support educational programs at local 
High Schools 

  Demos and art exhibitions for the Santa Barbara community 



  SBCAST is fundamentally about experimentation 
and prototyping in multiple disciplines 

  Construction and “feeling” of SBCAST will reflect this 
idea of experimentation 

  SBCAST to be constructed using novel, experimental 
strategies 

  Balance of values important to SBCAST operations 



  SBCAST is in the MODA (mobility oriented 
development area) for Santa Barbara. 

  Extension of “arts-corridor” along lower Garden 
street 

  Three bus routes within 1½ blocks 

  Cross-town electric shuttle ½ block away (Cota/
Garden) 



  Energy efficient  construction materials and methods 

  Attention to AB32, SB97 and SB375 climate change specific 
legislation 

  SB375 (Redesign of communities to reduce greenhouse gases) 

 “Just as the railroad transformed California, and decades later our 
freeway system did the same, SB 375 will be responsible for 
reshaping the face of California's communities into more sustainable, 
walkable communities, with alternative transportation options and 
increased quality of life.” 



 Evolving and experimental building technology 

 Modules are new types of “building blocks”  

 Modules specified for building use by Universities 
and Architectural Organizations 

 Modules presently available now are ISBUs 







  700,000 ISBUs are lying unused at USA ports 

  Infrastructure for transport already exists on ships, trains and trucks 

  About 5% of the recycling energy can “repurpose” an ISBU 

  When insulating coatings are installed, 95% of outside radiation 
reflected 

  provides an excellent air infiltration barrier and does not allow water 
to migrate in. Interior dimensions lend themselves to standard room 
sizes. 





  Stronger than conventional house framing 

  Resistance to "lateral loads" -- like those seen in hurricanes and 
earthquakes 

  Roof is strong enough to support the extra weight of a green roof — 
which has vegetation growing on it. 

  Designed to “interlock”.  Structural integrity is intrinsic to design. 

  Built out of Corten Steel, permits 65,000 lbs of stacked weight, 2000 
lbs transverse loading and termite resistant 





  Reflect that SBCAST is a unique experimental prototyping “multi-
disciplinary” designer live/work institute 

  Infuse project environment with principles of reuse, recycling, 
modularity, efficiency and economy. 

  Greenest possible methods to build SBCAST to minimize 
environmental impact in terms of energy and resource use. 

  Affordability-to-artists, reduced construction costs, plus enhanced 
energy efficiency are paramount. 

  Envisioned quality and capability of this project are not economically 
feasible using conventional building methods. 









MOBILITY ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT AREA (MODA) PRINCIPLES 

The MODA is designed as a set of land use principles, actions, and incentives 
to further encourage sustainable land use and circulation patterns. 
Specifically, the MODA principles are to: focus growth; encourage a mix of 
land uses; and strengthen mobility options and promote healthy, active 
living. 

 Focus growth to encourage affordable housing within a quarter mile of 
frequent transit service and commercial services. Provide incentives to 
develop affordable housing such as: higher densities; transit resources; 
parking demand standards; targeted infrastructure improvements; and 
increased public areas and open space. 

Encourage a mix of land uses to include: strong retail and workplace centers; 
residential living in commercial centers with easy access to grocery stores 
and recreation; connectivity and civic engagement; and public space for 
pedestrians. 

Strengthen mobility options and promote healthy active living by: linking 
mixed-use development with transit; encouraging compact, vibrant, walkable 
places; encouraging the use of bicycles; and reducing the need for parking. 



  Zoning 
 - Establish criteria and standards for Artists’ live-work space in the 
OC or C-M zones of the City 

  Arts and Culture  
 - Recognize the contribution to the City’s economy played by the arts 
and cultural events, and continue to support and promote these 
endeavors 

  Mix of Land Uses 
 - Encourage a mix of land uses, particularly in the downtown to 
maintain its strength as a viable commercial center, to include: retail, 
office, restaurant, residential, institutional, financial and cultural arts; 
encourage easy access to basic needs such as groceries, drug 
store, community services, recreation, and public space 



  Construction/Demolition Materials Reuse and 
Recycling 

 - Upgrade standard development requirements for recycling of 
construction/demolition debris or architectural salvage and incentives 
for use of renewable, or reused or recycled materials 

  Mobility and Active Living 
 - Link mixed-use development with main transit lines; promote active 
living by encouraging compact, vibrant, walkable places; encourage 
the use of the bike; reduce the need for residential parking 

  Coordinate with UCSB 
 - Encourage closer ties with UCSB, recognizing its role as an 
employment base and source of start-up businesses 



  Public and Private Food Gardens 
 - Provide for infrastructure to support local community gardens. With 
neighborhood support, develop publicly-available edible landscaping 
in existing and new parks. Reserve space for public gardening within 
the urban core area to be maintained by the community. Design for 
green roofs and urban rooftop gardens in residential development 
Downtown 

  Technology 
 - Encourage the use of and invest in technology that supports local 
enterprises and attracts new businesses to the City.  



•  Legislation: AB32 and SB375 
 - A reduction of green house gas emissions from light vehicles and 
trucks to 1990 levels by the year 2020. 

•  Solar Power 
 - Encourage the use of solar photo-voltaic arrays on new 
construction and significant remodel projects, as appropriate, taking 
into consideration building size, orientation, roof type, and current 
energy use. 








